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9. MONOCHROMATIC DATA COLLECTION
identiﬁed at a relatively modest resolution and completeness. As
with heavy-atom screening, it is often advisable to check that the
desired complex or structural modiﬁcation has been achieved by
ﬁrst recording data at low resolution.
However, if the analysis then proves to be of real chemical
interest, with a need for accurate deﬁnition of structural features, the
data should be subsequently extended in resolution and quality. As
with the identiﬁcation of isomorphous derivatives, this approach
has beneﬁted greatly from cryogenic freezing, where the sample can
be screened at low resolution and then preserved for subsequent use.
9.1.13.6. Atomic resolution applications
As for MAD data, the needs for atomic resolution data are
extreme, but rather different in nature. Atomic resolution
reﬁnement is addressed in Chapter 18.4. Sufﬁce it to say that by
atomic resolution it is meant that meaningful experimental data
extend close to 1 Å resolution. There are two principal reasons for
recording such data. Firstly, they allow the reﬁnement of a full
anisotropic atomic model, leading to a more complete description of
subtle structural features. Secondly, direct methods of phasing are
largely dependent upon the principle of atomicity.
The problems likely to be faced include:
(1) The high contrast in intensities between the low- and highangle reﬂections. This may be much larger than the dynamic range
of the detector. If exposure times are long enough to give good
counting statistics at high resolution, then the low-resolution spots
will be saturated. The solution is to use more than one pass with
different effective times.
(2) The overall exposure time is often considerable and
substantial radiation damage may ﬁnally result. The completeness
of the low-resolution data is crucial, and it is recommended to
collect the low-resolution pass ﬁrst as the time taken for this is
relatively small.
(3) The close spacing between adjacent spots within the lunes on
the detector, dependent on the cell dimensions. The only aid is to
use ﬁne collimation.
(4) The overlap of adjacent lunes at high diffraction angle,
especially if a long cell axis lies along the beam direction. Using an
alternative mount of the crystal is the simplest solution. Otherwise
the rotation range per image must be reduced, increasing the
number of exposures. This is again a problem with slow read-out
detectors.
(5) For direct-methods applications, a liberal judgement of
resolution limit should be adopted. Even a small percentage of
meaningful reﬂections in the outer shells can assist the phasing.
These weak shells can be rejected or given appropriate low weights
in the reﬁnement. The strong, low-resolution terms are vital for
direct methods.
9.1.14. The importance of low-resolution data
The low-resolution terms deﬁne the overall shape of the object
irradiated in the diffraction experiment. Omission of the lowresolution reﬂections, especially those with high amplitude,
considerably degrades the contrast between the major features of
the object and its surroundings. For a macromolecule, this means
that the contrast between it and the envelope of the disordered
aqueous solvent is diminished and, furthermore, the continuity of
structural features along the polymeric chain may be lost.
Reﬁnement and analysis of macromolecules at all resolutions, be
it high or low, involves the inspection of electron-density syntheses.
These can be interpreted visually, on a graphics station, or
interpreted automatically with a variety of software. In all of
these, at all resolutions, the importance of the low-resolution terms
is crucial. A special problem is in the interpretation of the partially

ordered solvent interface. The biological activity of most enzymes
and ligand-binding proteins is located precisely at this interface, and
for a true structural understanding of how they function this region
should be optimally deﬁned. This is seriously impaired by the
absence of the strong, low-resolution terms. The problems become
more severe as the upper resolution limit of the analysis becomes
poorer. Thus at 1 Å resolution, the omission of the 7 Å data shell
will have less effect compared with a 3 Å analysis – but remember
that ideally, no low-resolution data should be omitted!
In some phasing procedures, the presence of complete, especially
high-intensity, low-resolution, data is even more crucial. The big,
low-resolution amplitudes dominate the Patterson function and
methods based on the Patterson function are therefore especially
sensitive. This encompasses one of the major techniques of phase
determination for macromolecules: molecular replacement. Direct
methods of phase determination utilize normalized structure factors
and predominantly exploit those of high amplitude. The relations
between the phases of those reﬂections with high amplitudes, such
as the classical triple-product relationship, are strongest and most
abundant for reﬂections with low Miller indices, hence at low
resolution.
The importance of the low-resolution reﬂections in terms of
geometric and qualitative context cannot be overemphasized.

9.1.15. Data quality over the whole resolution range
It is not possible to judge data quality from a single global
parameter, especially R merge , not even from the overall I= I ratio.
Such a parameter may totally neglect problems such as the omission
of all low-resolution terms due to detector saturation. A set of key
parameters including I= I, R merge , percentage completeness,
redundancy of measurements and number of overloaded highintensity measurements must be tabulated in a series of resolution
shells. This information should be assessed during data collection to
guide the experimenter in the optimization of such parameters as
exposure time, attainable resolution and required redundancy. As
stated in Section 9.1.13, the requirements will vary with the
application.
The effect of sample decay also requires such tables. The X-ray
intensities decay more rapidly at high angle than at low, and
consideration of this effect requires knowledge of the relative B
values that need to be applied to the individual images during data
scaling. An often subjective decision will need to be made regarding
at what stage the decay is sufﬁciently high that further images
should be ignored. The effects of damage are likely to be systematic
rather than just random, and cannot be totally compensated for by
scaling. This remains true even for cryogenically frozen crystals,
especially with ultra bright synchrotron sources.
Following an earlier recommendation by the IUCr Commission
on Biological Molecules (Baker et al., 1996), this tabulated
information, as a function of resolution, should be deposited with
the data and the ﬁnal model coordinates in the Protein Data Bank.
Only then is it possible to have a true record of the experiment and
for users of the database to judge the correctness and information
content of a structural analysis.

9.1.16. Final remarks
Optimal strategies for data collection are dependent on a number of
factors. The alternative data-collection facilities to which access is
potentially available, how long it takes to gain access and the
overall time allocated all place restraints on the planning of the
experiment. In view of this, it is not possible to provide absolute
rules for optimal strategies.
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